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Agenda Item: In support of funding Graduate Student – Xiaoyang Zhang in attendance of the International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators Annual Conference 2011

Authors: Mr Oluwatamilore Odimayo

Sponsors: Ms. Sagine Delly, Graduate Senator.  
Mr Adekoya Oluwatobi, Senator At-Large.  
Ms. Diana Deonanan, Lower Division Senator.

Committee: Finance Committee

Date: September 16, 2011

In support of funding Graduate Student Xiaoyang Zhang attendance

Whereas, the Student Government Council’s main goal is to promote overall programming that is beneficial to students. In order to better represent and spread knowledge within and beyond FIU,

Whereas, the conference will allow the student to present her dissertation “Female Gender Advantage in Leadership styles in Hotel Operations” at the “2011 International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators Annual Conference” on behalf of FIU as well as to engage with other graduate students in the field of Hospitality management,

Whereas, this conference shall be held October 20th to October 22th 2011 in Marriott hotel, Miami, Florida.

Whereas, a copy of the abstract paper will be presented and a copy of the conference program shall be provided to the Finance Committee upon return of the conference.

Therefore be it Resolved, the Finance Committee will appropriate $300.00 to Xiaoyang Zhang in an effort to help her cover her conference registration and transportation fees.
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